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ABSTRACT 

This paper deals with a special problem 

- the reduction of the rank of the system 
of equations for the state of probability -, 

which occurs by exactly determining the loss 
probability. 

The reasons for a possible reduction of the 
rank of the system ·of equations for the state of 
probability are the ·symmetries with regard to 
the structure of the link systems and the 
traffic carried by the multiples. The reduction 
was facilitated by the introduction of a new 
kind of state description, the so-called "state 
vector". 

The principle of the reduction algorithm is 
illustrated by means of the "two-stage link 
system". As indicated in /6/ the method de
scribed in this paper is also applicable to 
multi stage link systems. 

The essential result of this paper is that 

the simple reduction of the number of un
knowns has made it possible to vary the 
structure of the link systems within wider 
limits than before. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The state 

"a call incoming at the inlet of the link 
system cannot be connected with the desired 
outlet" 

is called state of congestion or, in brief, 
congestion. The congestion probability connected 
therewith can be determined by 

simulation 
- approximation methods or 

exact calculation. 

Up to now, it has in particular been G.P. 
Basharin and W. Lorcher /1,3/, who have been 
concerned with the exact calculation of link 
systems. In the papers of Basharin and Lorcher 
algorithms are indicated for setting up the 
equations for the state of probability of a 
link system. Moreover, the publications of 
V.E. Benes /2/ deal with a special type of link G, systems with Ks = Is, i.e. the multiples have 
the same number of inlets and outlets. 

The number of unknowns (probabilities for the 
state patterns) occurring with the exact calcu
lation are great. Under specific conditions, 
which are dealt with in detail in item 4, dif
ferent probabilities have, however, one and the 
same numerical value (for reasons of symmetry) 
/3,6/. For the two-stage link system with the 
structures G, = 5, K, = 3 and Kz = 3 there are, 
for instance, a total of 12 576 different pat
terns of occupancy. Assuming 
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- that each multiple of stage 1 carries the 
same load and 

- that, in the case of path finding for the 
through-connection of a call, a free outlet 
of a multiple of stage 1 is selected at 
random, 

there is, however, the same probability of oc
currence of a great number of state patterns. 
In the example considered above, there exist, 
for instance, only 123 groups (classes) of 
states. Each of these classes comprises state 
patterns, whose probability of occurrence is the 
same. As a result, the determination of the 
state probability and the parameters (loss, etc.) 
to be derived therefrom is considerably facili
tated. 

In /6/ a generally applicable algorithm (for 
two-stage or multistage link systems) was derived 
for this reduction of the number of unknowns (in 
the system of linear equations to be solved). 
The principle of this algorithm is described in 
this paper. The two-stage link system is used as 
an example. However, the basic idea of this 
algorithm is also applicable to s-stage link 
systems /6/. 

The reduction of the number of unknowns (rank of 
the system of equations) - by means of the 
algorithm mentioned above - now enables the 
exact calculation of greater link systems than 
those calculated by /3/. 

2. LINK SYSTEM STRUCTURE, HUNTING METHOD, 
TRAFFIC 

2. 1 STRUCTURE 

Figure 1: s-stage link system 

where 

stage 
2 

• • • 

1, number of inlets per multiple of stage 1 
K, number of outlets per multiple of stage 1 
G, number of multiples of stage 1 
k, number of outlets of a multiple of stage s 

in group r . 
Simular to the above, 1 2 , K2 , G2 , etc. 
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The algorithm derived in /6/ allows the link 
systems to be divided into link blocks. However, 
this paper deals only with the following struc
tures. 

Let the wiring between the stages be sequential 
/3/. In the following, the number of links 1 
from one multiple of stage v to one multiple of 
stage v + 1 is always assumed to be 1 = 1. This 
results in the relation 

GV • 1 Kv and} 
I v .1 = Gv 

(t) 

2.2 HUNTING METHOD 

Two hunting methods ' are considered, viz. 

- sequential hunting for the outlets of the 
multiple of stage v from a home position 
(in brief called "sequential hunting") and 

- random hunting for a free outlet of the 
multiple of stage v (in brief "random 
hunting") /3/. 

2.3 TRAFFIC 

The following type of traffic is dealt with below: 

- Pure chance traffic of type 1 (PCT 1) 
An infinite number of sources produces the 
traffic offered; the call intensity A is 
constant and inde~endent of the number of 
occupied sources (Poisson input). 

- The distribution of the holding time is 
assumed to be negatively exponential with 
the mean value h. 

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE STATE OF TWO-STAGE LINK 
SYSTEMS WITH GROUP SELECTION 

3.1 PRELIMINARY REMARlCS 

The terms 

- state matrix and 
- state vector 

used below describe the state of occupancy of a 
link system and have no mathematical signifi
cance. The term "state matrix" is used in 
traffic theory /1,3,5,6/. Analoguously,the term 
"state vector" was introduced in /6/ as a one
column and one-row state matrix, respectively. 

3.2 THE STATE MATRICES S AND S* 
AND THE STATE VECTOR S 

mult ipl e 1 outlet 
of stage 1 

t / 

I 

tt= 
G1 

mult iple 1 
of stage 2 

( 

} kl} 
~____ N1 

r------

} kr} 
~ ___ ~~ ____ ~_ N, 

~----

~----- NR 
~114-_______ +-__________ __ 

lkR} 

G1 
Figure 2 
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Let there be a two-stage link system for group 
selection as shown in Figure 2. This figure 
shows the numbering of the multiples of stages 
1 and 2 and the numbering of the outlets of a 
multiple of stage 1. The following definition is 
introduced. 

Definition A 
State matrIx S denotes unequivocally the state 
of occupancy of the links /1,3,6/. The dimension 
of the matrix is G1 • KI , equal to the number of 
links. Its elements are to be designated by s i, i • 

o ~ 2,i 0 

s 
~i,1 ~i, 2 

5, , . 
I, J 

with i E { t ,2, • 0 •• I G1 

j E { t , 2, • • • • I K1 } 

The number of rows of S is equal to the number 
of multiples in stage 1, i.e. equal to G1• The 
number of columns of S is equal to the number 
of outlets of a multiple of stage 1, equal to 
the number of multiples of stage 2, equal to 
K 1 = G2 • The element s i,i designates the state 
of occupancy of outlet j of multiple i of stage 
1. Let 

s ' , I,) 

0, if outlet j of multiple i of stage 1 
is not occupied and 

r, if outlet j of multiple i of stage 1 
is occupied in group r. 

For fUither considerations it is now advisable 
(see S below) to describe the state 

"outlet j of multiple i of stage 1 occupied" 

in such a way that the value of the element s i, j 
depends on column j. Therefore, a new state 
matrix, matrix S*, is defined. 

Definition B 
The state matrix S*, which has also the dimension 
G1 • K1, denotes the state of occupancy of the 
G1 • K1 outlets of stage 1. Hence 

s~ , 
I,) 

0, if outlet j of multiple i of stage 1 
, is not occupied and 

r) -1 , if outlet j of multiple i of 
stage 1 is occupied in group r 

wi th i e {1, 2, ••••• , G I} , 

s~ , 
I,) 

j 6 {1,2, ••••• ,K,}. 

s~ , 1 s~, 2 

s* 'If 5* 
~i , 1 • i, 2 

• s~ j 0 

o ~;,i . 

• s~ . • 
• I , ) 

oS; )" 
l' 
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Hence, there is the relation 

5":" . = 
1.1 

s · . 
1.1 

j - , 
• r ( 2 ) 

between the elements s~ .j of matrix S* and the 
elements Si . j of matrix S. 

In addition, /6/ holds: 
If the state of occupancy of the links of a two
stage link system is denoted by state matrix S*, 
the sums of the G, rows alone also clearly de
note the state of occupancy of the links, in 
other words: the state of the G, • K, outlets 
of the multiples of stage 1. This fact leads to 
definition C. 

Definition C 
The sum of row i of state matrix S* is assumed 
to be Si' The sequence of numbers of the sums of 
row s,' S2' ••••• , Si' ••••• , sG, is called state 
vector 

5, 

~2 

-s = 
~ i 

with i € l1 ,2, ..... ,G,} and 
Si € {0,1,2, ••••• ,rK' -1}. 

As can be learnt from the following, this rep
resentation is very advantageous. 

There is the following re~tion between the ele
ments of the state vector S and the elements of 
the state matrices S and S* (transformation re
lation) : 

K, K, j -, 
s . = 2: s* . = 2: r . s · . 

I 1. 1 1. 1 
( 3 ) 

j =, j =, 

3.3 THE NORMED STATE MATRIX SN AND THE GENERAL 
STATE VECTOR T 

Sometimes it is only of interest to know whether 
a link is occupied or not, but it is not nec
essary to know the group in which the link has 
been seized. This is, for instance, true if the 
general state vector T is to be determined or in 
the case of certain transitions tor the setting 
up of equations for the state probability with 
the BL algorithm. A binary state matrix SN is 
introduced for this purpose. 

Definition D 
The followIng holds for group selection: 
The (binary) normed state matrix SN denotes the 
state of occupancy of the links. However, SN 
does not indicate in which group r the link con
cerned is occupied. The dimension of the matrix 
is G, • K,. Its elements shall be designated by 
sn · . 1. 1 . 

sn , • , 5n'. 2 . 5n, • j • 5n , K, 

S~2. 1 s.n2.2 S~2 .j • s.n2.Kl 

SN -
5~ i. l S~i . 2 S~ i. j • s~ i .K, 

. . 
snG, .l snG, •2 • ••• snG, .i' ••• snG, •K, 
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where sn i. i 

sn · . 1. 1 

0, if outlet j of multiple i of 
stage 1 is not occu1ied and 

= 1, if outlet j of mUlt ple i of 
stage 1 is occupied. 

Definition E 
The vector 

T = { t " t 2 , ••••• , t j' ••••• tKl } 

denotes a general state 
system. The elements tj 
of seizures in multiple 
elements t j there holds 

of occupancy of the link 
of T indicate the number 
j of stage 2. For the 

G, 

tj = 2: sni .j 
i = 1 

and 

O:i tj :i MIN [12 • K2 ] 

with j 6: {1,2, ... ,K,} 

3.4 PERMITTED STATE PATTERNS 

Definition F 

( 4 ) 

( 5) 

State patterns which satisfy the above condition 
(4), are "permitted state patterns". Permitted 
state patterns are all technically reasQnable 
patterns. 

3.5 EXAMPLE 

,---- } N, = 3 group 1 

'---- } N2 = 3 group 2 
~~----~-------

G1= 3 

1 link occupied in group 1 
2 link occupied in group 2 
x trunk occupied 

The state ma~ices S, S* and SN, the-Beneral 
state vector T and the state vector ~ are plotted 
below for the indicated pattern of occupancy. 

3° 31 32-(weight of column) 

2 0 1 

~s~l~ 
o 9 

~s=f:} S = 0 0 3 0 

0 2 0 6 0 

~ /-
elements of S: 
sums of rows 
of S* 

0 

SN= 0 0 

0 0 

T = {1 
i 

ofT: 2 1 }- elements sums of 
columns of SN 

4. REDUCTION OF THE NUMBER OF UNKNOWNS 

4.1 THE STATE PROBABILITIES (UNKNOWNS) 

The congestion probability B is a function 

B = f (traffic offered A, structure, 
hunting method, group of trunks). 
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The arrangement for the exact calculation of this 
function is the so-called statistical equilib
rium 13-page 38/. Here, the case of the station
ary traffic offered is considered. By means of 
the statistical equilibrium according to K. Er
lang,a system of linear equations is obtained 
for the state probabilities p(x), where {xl is 
a state pattern which contributes to the state 
"x links occupied". The nomenclature was chosen 
according to /3/. 

This arrangement is identical with the Chapman
Kolmogoroff equation for the stationary birth
death process. 

Basharin and Lorcher /1,3/ have indicated al
gorithms which enable the system of equations 
for the state probability to be set up for the 
link system concerned. In /6/ the abbreviation 
BL - a 1 g 0 r i t h m (Basharin-Lorcher) was 
introduced for these algorithms. 

4.2 PREREQUISITES FOR THE REDUCTION OF THE 
NUMBER OF UNKNOWNS 

The basic prerequisites for a possible reduction 
of the number of unknowns in the system of line
ar equations to be solved are 

I. ' the symmetrical arrangement of the link 
system and 

11. the uniform load carried by the multiples 
in stage 1. 

In this context, symmetrical arrangement of the 
link system means that the Gv multiples in a 
stage v have all uniform Iv inlets and uniform 
Kv outlets. Most of the link systems used in 
practice meet this requirement. 

Based on these two basic prerequisites, the num
ber of unknowns can be further reduced if 

Ill. 1) the outlets of the multiples of stage 
1 are uhunted at random" or if 

Ill. 2) the outlets of the multiples of stage 
1 and the outlets of the multiples of 
stage 2 are "hunted at random" 

etc. up to the link system where 

III.(s-1» the outlets of the multiples of 
stage 1 to stage s-1 are "hunted at 
random" • 

In this case, the reason for the possible reduc
tion of the number of unknowns is as follows: 
If prerequisites I and 11 are fulfilled, random 
hunting for the outlets of the multiples of 
stag~ 1 to stage v leads to an even load on the 
multiples of stage v + 1. 

4.3 EQUIVALENT STATE PATTERNS 

The state patterns {x} can be descrjEed by the 
'state matrix S or the state vector S. The gen
eral state of occupancy (number of seizures per 
multiple) is described by the general state 
vector T. 
The prerequisites for the reduction of the num
ber of unknowns (state probabilities) indicated 
in item 4.2 above lead to a 

system-inherent equality of state 
probabilities of these state patterns, 

which are transferable from one matrix to an
other one by "rearrangement" of the patterns 
{x} /6/. 

This enables the state patterns to be divided 
into classes of the same state probability. For 
each class of equal state probabilities Qnly one 
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state pattern is required to represent this class. 
In item 4.4 below, this pattern is called charac
teristic state aattern. Now the following defi
nItIon 1S Intro uced: 

Definition G 
state patterns, which can be transferred into 
another matrix by rearrangement, are called 
equivalent patterns (matrices, vectors) /3,5,6/. 
Equivalent patterns belong to one and the same 
class of equal state probabilities. The classes 
of the same ~tate probability are called equiva
lence classes. 

The state patterns {x} can be rearranged as 
follows /6/: 

a) by the interchange of rows in the state 
matrix S (equivalent to the interchange of 
elements for the state vector 5); 

b) by the interchange of columns for the 
state matrix S; 

c) by the interchange of~lements for the 
general state vector T. 

Example 

The following three patterns are transferable 
from one matrix to another by an interchange 
rows: 

1 1 0 

S, = II~ 
0 

~I S,= 1 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 

5. CHARACTERISTIC STATE PATTERNS 

5.1 PRELIMINARY REMARKS 

1 0 

S3 = 1 0 

1 1 

of 

0 

0 

0 

The representative of the patterns of an equiva
lence class is called characteristic (ch) pattern 
/6/. An algorithm for aetermining the ch patterns 
was derived in /6/. The principle of this al
gorithm is described below for a two-stage link 
system. An algorithm for an s-stage link system 
is given in /6/. 

As can be learnt from /6/, it is advisable to 
reduce the number of unknowns step by step. The 
introduction of the vectors allows simple crite
ria to be indicated for the calculation of the 
ch state patterns. 

5.2 THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CH STATE PATTERNS 
IN THE CASE OF "SEQUENTIAL HUNTING" AND 
EQUAL VOLUME OF TRAFFIC CARRIED BY THE 
MULTIPLES OF STAGE 1 

In the event of sequential hunting and an equal 
volume of traffic carried by the multiples of 
stage 1, all state matrices whos'e patterns are 
transferable by an interchange of rows, are 
equivalent to one another. Now, those patterns 
are chos~ as ch state patterns, to whose state 
vectors Sa (a: serial number) the following 
condition applies 

sa,1 ~ sa.2 ~ • • • ~ Sa,j ~ • • • ~ sa.G1 ( 6 ) 

wi th a € {1 ,2, ••••• , NE} 
and NE: number of permitted patterns. 

The state vectors ~,which fulfil the above 
£ondition (6), are called characteristic vectors 
C (9). The set of the state patterns Clg ) is QCg) • 

The relation (6) leads to the term "combination 
wi th repetitions" of G, elements C j € {O, 1 ,2, •• 
• ••• r K, -1}. The above is known from the theory 
of combinations. With (6) we obtain 

Theorem a 
The sequences of the elements C j of the ch 
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vectors Ccan be interpreted as "combinations 
with repetitions" of G, elements Ci € { 0,1,2, ••• 
•• , rK, -1}. For i holds: i € {1,2, ••••• , G,}. 
The number of ch vectors is equal to the number 
NC, the number of "permitted combinations with 
repetitions" of G, elements. 

Example 

2 

2 

G, = 3 G2 = K,= 2 

For this link system we 
have NE = 49 permitted 
state patterns. By 
checking which of these 
49 state patterns meet 
condition (6), we ob
tain the patterns in
dicated in Table 1. 

Starting from a given ch vector C~, the follow
ing theorem b holds !Qr the state vectors S~ 
being equivalent to C~ (~: serial number of the 
ch vectors): 

Theorem b 
All possIble "permutations with repetitions" 
(in~rchange of elements) of ~e elements C(3,i 
of C~ form the state vectors Sa being equiva
lent to' C~. The cardinality Mp of an equiva
lence class ~ is equal to the number of "permu
tations with repetitions" of the elements ~i € 
{0,1,2,.~ •• , rK, -1} with i€{1,2, ••••• , Gd' 

given by C~. 

5.3 THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CH STATE PATTERNS 
IN THE CASE OF "RANDOM HUNTING" AND EQUAL 
VOLUME OF TRAFFIC CARRIED BY THE MULTIPLES 
OF STAGE 1 

f"'Ilg) In this case, we can start from set), , the set 
of patterns obtained with "sequential hunting". 
In addition, these state matrices S are now 
equivalent to one another, whose patterns are 
transferable into another matrix by an inter
change of columns. 

Now, those patterns are selected as ch state 
patterns ·to which condition (6) is applicable 
and for which the following condition (7) is met 
as well. 

The elements t~are the elements of the general 
state vectors T, which belong to the state 
matrices S (equivalent to: state vector Sl (see 
item 3.3). 

f"'Ilg) 
The subset of the state patterns of), , to which 
the above relation (7) is applicable, is desig
nated by nlz ) and the vectors of the set nlz) are 
deSignated by <!{Z) (y: serial number). 

While the interchange of rows is carried out 
completely, the interchange of columns by means 
of relation (7) is incomplete. Hence, in the set nlz ) defined above, there are still some state 
patterns which can be transferred to another ma
trix by the interchange of columns. By setting 
up the equations for the state probability by 
means of BL algorithms it is, however, advisable 
not to eliminate these patterns /see 6/. Accord
ing to /6 - theorem 4 - f, page 120/ these re
maining equivalent patterns can be eliminated, 
too. 

5.4 CARDINALITY OF THE STATE PATTERNS 

Theorem b applies to the cardinality M~~ ?f the 
ch state vectors (ch state patterns) C~. The 
cardinality M~) of the vectors ~y) is equal to 
the product of M ~) and M IT) • Cardinali ty M ( T ) i .s 
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the cardinali ty of. the general state vector T 
which belongs to Calg ) • Theorem b holds ana-
loguously for MIT

) tbecause of (7» • 

6. DETERMINATION OF THE CH STATE PATTERNS 

Let the structure of the system G" K, and K2 
be given. The characteristics of the ch state 
patterns are known (see item 5). There are two 
possible ap~roaches to determine the ch patterns 
(ch vectors). 

A!!roach I __ 
1: state vectors Scr which meet condition (6) 
are given and those vectors which do not meet 
condition (5), i.e. which are not permitted state 
patterns, are eliminated. In /6/ this algorithm 
was called EU algorithm. 

A*proach II 
T e general st~e vectors T are given and the 
state vectors ~ - which belong to the general 
state vectors T and meet condition (6) - are 
determined. In /6/ this algorithm, which makes 
use of this principle, is called "generating 
algorithm". 

IPe following characteristic of the ch vectors __ 
C which result from the general state vector T 
i~ of importance for the "generating algorithm". 

Theorem c 
The elements cy lJ · of the ch vectors C Y lJ ' ~ich 
are derived froin ,Ithe general state vector Ty, 
from "partitions of the length n without ree;ard 
to order (with given sum SPy)". Relation (8) 
applies to the sum SPy. Let NPy be the number 
of partitions which are derived from SPy. NT is 
assumed to be the total number of the general 
state vectors determined by the structur of the 
system G" K, and K2 • For the indices there 
holds 

Y €.(1,2, •••••••••• , NT } 
1] € {1,2, •••••••••• , NPy } 
n € {max (ty j ) , •••• t G, } 

where max (tY,j) is equal to the 
minimum number of elements cY,lJ ,i 
unequal to zero. 

K, ~ ~ t j-I SPy = ~ y,j. r = . CY,i. 
J=' 1=' 

( 8) 

In the event of "random hunting" in particular, 
approach II has a great advantage because "ran
dom hunting" requires only those state patterns 
which meet condition (7). In this case, the 
number of general state vectors to be given is 
considerably smaller than that needed for "se
quential hunting". 

7. ORDER HIERARCHY FOR LINK SYSTEMS 

An adquate classification scheme for link systems 
was derived in /6/. Here, the result is given 
for two-stage link systems. 
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Definition H 

• 9-c) 

R-. . 

fJ·· · . : ... · · · ... ~j 
E 

N ~' ..... ; ::: 

s:- 9-~: •••• ;/ 

N • • • • • .,:-. • • • c: • • • ~ • • • • • 6 

I 
e-

be t~ order matrix for the characteristic vec
ors C (partitions) of the given link system with 
the structure of the system G" K, and K2 • The 
elements of cb are designated by _~ m' They are 
subsets of O[g). The ch vectors C,'" which belong 
to \P

n
•m, have the following characteristics. 

1) The partitions have exactly the length n~i.e. 
exactly n elements of the ch vectors Care 

unequal to zero, in other words: seizures 
take place in exactly n multiples of stage 1. 

2) For gpe element tj of the general state vec
tor T at least there applies 

tj = m. 

For the other K,-1 elements of ~there ap
plies 

tj ~ m. 

Hence, at least m elements of Care unequal 
to zero. In other words: seizures take place 
at least in m multiples of stage 1. Exactly 
m outlets of one multiple j of stage 2 are 
occupied. ---

In the order matrix ~ (see Definition H, page 6) 
there are two parts within which the sets ~nm 
!£e empty, i.e. there are no further ch vectors 
C. Let us first consider part I. 

Part I of <1> , i. e • m > n: 
From characterIstIcs 1) and 2) in Definition H, 
page 6 there follows that part m ~ n has only 
ch states. In part I there is no state pattern 
at all (technically impossible). 

The following abbreviation is introduced 

fm = K, • m = G2 • m 
wi th m € {1, 2, ••••• , K2 } 

Part II of ~ti.e. n > f m: 
In part 11 t e sets 4>n m are also empty because 
in column m of ]latrix ~ a maximum number K, of 
e1ements tj of T can have the va1ue m. The 
maximum number of seizures of the state matri-
ces belonging to class m of ~ is fm = K, • m. 

These fm seizures can at the most seize n = fm 
multiples of stage 1 (partitions of the length n). 
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Although there are permitted state patterns in 
part I~the ch vectors of these state patterns 
are in part n ~ fm of ~ • 

Definition I 
The matrIx with the dimension G, • K2 , whose 
elements {}n m indicate the cardinali ty of the 
subsets \Pn m', is assumed to be the cardinali ty 
matrix of rank e. 

G·.· .. :. · ...... . 
E 

• Er-----

d;>~' • •• d;)EI 

N 

I ". 
r::~ ..... d;f 

::: 

6 d;>~' • ••• cri 1 

N ••••• ..;: •••• c ••• E -... • • • • • <!) 

8. EXAMPLE 

8.1 SYSTEM FAMILY UNDER CONSIDERATION 

G1= 10 
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8.2 NUMBER OF UNKNOWNS IN THE CASE OF 
"SEQUENTIAL HUNTING" 

For the link system shown on this page we obtain 
the following cardinality matrix of the rank '. 

~=m--
345 1 2 

1 7 
GI = n 

2 6 

3 1 34 

4 22 97 

5' 6 100 205 

0 = 6 61 263 1 

7 22 232 

8 6 142 

9 1 61 

10 part 11 22 

The sum of all ~nmindicates the number of un
knowns (rank) of 'the system of equations to be 
solved. 

10 n 

1 + L L ~n m .. 19 448 
n=1 m=1 ' 

Hence, 19 448 unknowns are obtained for the link 
system with GI = 10, Kz = 10 and Kl = 3. 

From the above cardinality matrix of the rank 
there follows that for all link systems with 
Kl = 3 and the pairs of values 

GI € {1,2, ••••• , 10} 
K2 € {1,2, ••••• , 10} 

the number of unknowns is known as well. For 
example, for the link system with G1 = 3 and 
K 2 = 2 we obtain 

10 n 

1 + L L ~n.m = 71, 
n=1 m=1 

367 

533 

568 

467 

292 

n 
6 7 8 9 10 L~nm m=1 . 

(~) 7 

(~) 28 

(S) 84 
part I (lO) .. 210 

(~1) .. 462 

(~2) .. 924 

592 (;3) .. 1716 

929 (~4) .. 3003 

1109 1469 (~5) - 5005 

1073 1889 2171 1735 826 (~g) .. 8008 
10 n 
LL~ =19447 
n=1 m=1 

8.3 NUMBER OF UNKNOWNS IN THE CASE OF 
"RANOOM HUNTING" 

From the cardinality matr~ below follows that 
for all link systems with KI = 3 and the pairs 
of values 

G1 € {1,2, ••••• , 10} 
K2 € {1,2, ••••• , 10}, 

the number of unknowns is also known. For in
stance, for the link system with GI = 3 and 
K2 = 2 we obtain 

10 n 

1 + L L ~n,m" 1+3+4+7+1+13 == 29, 
n=1 m=1 

i.e. 29 unknowns. In the case of "sequential 
hunting", 71 unknowns are obtained for the same 
link system. ' 

In the event of "random huntiIlij" and the addi
tional reduction according to /6, theorem 4-f, 
page 120/ 23 unknowns are obtained for the above i.e! 71 unknowns. 

Kz: m ___ link system with GI 3 and K2 = 2. 

G1= n 
2 

3 

4 

0 = 5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

ITC-9 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 . t ~n m 
m=1 . 

1 

3 

4 

1 13 

12 29 

4 36 

1 28 

12 

4 

part 11 

53 

77 

78 

58 

28 

12 

part I 

137 132 

161 220 

149 281 328 

108 296 444 

3 

13 

27 

63 

127 

243 

419 

728 

1174 

465 350 161 1836 
10 n 
L:L:~= 
n=1 m=1 ""' 

4633 
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8 
7 

6 

8.4 THE FUNCTION B = f (Y/N) 

/' 

~ 
v 

~ r- - - f- - - - r- - - - - 7 v:: 0.1 /' /' 
/ / ./ ./ / 

V ' /' // -:=8 / /' / /' V/ 
/ / / /. 

: 1 
/ / / / // 

7 /1' // ~/ 
17 V / V/ ~ / 

V / / VI ~ 

V ~ ~/ ~ 
v 

- I- - - II -- f- - --f--

0.01 / 
/ 7 / / 

I / / r7 1/ / 
I / / / 

I / / / / / 
/ 1/ j / / j 

if IV 17/ 11 

/ // / / 
/ /1 "/ // · 

11 

o.o:,n JJ ~t /- - -f-

· 
· , I 1 I1 I 

I1 I I I 
I I I I / 
I I 11 / / 
I / / · 
I11 1/ 11 

fl/ 1// -
- -

_ Jl lJJi l/ _ 
G1 G2 = 3 

-- -- - traffic load y: 

0 .0001 I I I I I 

G1 --31 serial C number p p Sc* p 

4 
v 5 

[5: 
~10 

f- . 

N= 9 

I 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

m 11 g g 1IIIg g~ 
{g} 11 g g 1IIIg gll 

{g} 11 g H Ilg H 
m Ilg H Ilg gll 

U} I1 ~ Hili gll 

m 11 ~ H II~ gll 

m 11 g gllllg gll 

m 11 g H Ilg H 
m 11 g H Ilg ill 

U}IIJHUH 

m 11 ~ gll H gll 

m 11 ~ H H JII 

o 1 

1 3 

2 3 

3 3 

5 3 

6 6 

7 6 

10 3 

11 6 

15 3 

21 3 

26 3 

27 6 . 
o. 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 Y 0.6 
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